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Introduction
We aim to build the best and most transparent gaming platform. To cut it short, we will do so by
constantly adding, modifying, and upgrading out technology constantly, as well as push the marketing
during releases of certain utilities. The competitive advantages that make us and out are as following:

Competitive advantages:
•

We have constant revenue, for our salaries, investments, and donations. Team tokens held in
lockers therefore no immense bag that is sold irresponsible, to pay

•

Customized token contract

•

Our Chief Development Officer spent days creating a new contract with new additions
compared to existing ones

•

1 Devs with 2 core team members total, using multi-sig wallets. It is technically impossible to
make any kind of transactions without the signature of 2 out of 3

•

Many surprises unprecedented marketing/ development/charity ideas to scale up the
EarnUSDT project

Description
EarnUSDT is a reward token with a couple utilities.
We will have a line of NFTs, DApps, an NFT marketplace, NFT minting, as well as a swap with a farm
and staking feature. Our goal is to earn passive income with rewards all while having fun with our
DApps and NFTs.
The team will remain fully transparent and open to the community, that is why they have all been
doxed and will always remain active. More details will be released in the future as we progress through
our stages. The smart contract on the blockchain has been fully audited by Desert Finance and the
Liquidity has been locked.
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Goals and vision
EarnUSDT ($EUS) goals and visions are to bring NFTs to life with an NFT marketplace with
minting options for NFTs. Our NFTs will be available in our p2e game. Details of each utility
will be released at the right time.

Wallet address, explanations, and contract address
The project EarnUSDT has 3 different safes! Each one will relate to multi-sig technology. This
way all our decisions about marketing or any other spending will need at minimum of 2 of 3
signatures to be executed. The marketing wallet is where all funds for marketing will be sent.
From this wallet is where all marketing and such will be paid out.
The wallet addresses are as follows for investors to easily track any of our transactions (any
transaction about donations/marketing will be announced if necessary:

Operations safe:
Marketing Safe:
Buy Back Safe:
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Tokenomics
12% buy / 15% sell tax is taxed as following whenever investors trade: This will also all be
converted directly to USDT, after each buy or sell.

Figure 1 Tokenomics

6% buy / 8% sell – Reflections
This money stands for what goes back to shareholders as a reward for holding, when others
sell their EUS tokens, they receive the amount calculated for the time they have held
according to the amount they hold as well in USDT.
3% buy / 4% sell – Marketing
This money stands for our funds destined for investments to pay marketing campaigns
(influencers, tweets, giveaways etc.)
1% - Operations
This money stands for our salaries. With this tokenomics we aim to make our project last for
the long-term run. If there’s trading volume, we will always have enough money to fund our
marketing campaigns, and new development. (Not: have our own personal gain.) In this
manner, we will never have major sells-off caused by investments or donations for example.
1% - Liquidity Pool
This is a portion of the tax that will go directly into the LP pool.
1% - Buy Back
With this tax the team will perform manual buy backs when necessary to support the project
floor.

BURN will be executed manually whenever the community members achieve targets
suggested by the board (e.g., refreshing dextools getting on trend, achieving a certain number
of Telegram members and other activities that have the purpose community growth)
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How the funds are going to be used
Marketing procedure:
1st step: Conception of a campaign’s
Team drafts multiple marketing campaigns, their costs and revenues expected.
2nd step: Decision process
Shareholders vote it on Telegram polls and can add up their ideas to the campaigns.
3rd step: Final decision
Team evaluates the additions of shareholders and decide what to add and what to not.
4th step: Implementation process
Team implements marketing campaign. The team will suggest payment in BNB first. If $BNB
is not accepted either, we will convert the $BNB into fiat wallet.
5th step: End of the campaign, effects, and expenditures
Team evaluates the data again. Effectiveness of the campaign and expenditures incurred.
Final step: Proof
In the form of an official announcement including all documents relevant to the campaign.
(e.g., screenshots, screen-recordings etc.)

Note: Marketing campaigns may skip these procedures to be implemented ASAP,
depending on circumstances. The transactions will also be open to the public.

Salaries of the team:
The team gets 1% out of each transaction, this will be our personal gain. The team held 3% of
the initial tokens and will have them in token lockers to start for 1 month. The 1% will be split 3
ways between the team.
Note: Admins and mods might receive airdrops as well, depending on circumstances.
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Team
Our team is formed out of 3, HypeQueen who is the main dev, with Zen and Ant who are our
core admins. Any withdrawal of the members will be announced accordingly. Our personal
wallets are connected to multi-sig and any administrative/financial decision will be decided by
all of us together.

The Devs and their roles are as following (DEV):
•

Chief Executive Officer (CEO) – HypeQueen

Their Admins are as follows (ADMIN's):
•

Zen

•

Ant

Their assistants are as following (MOD's):
•

We aim to work in a synergic decentralized manner. By cooperation we mean the Officer
responsible of its field, proposes a suggestion then we all work on it together. In addition, all
other officers can also suggest marketing or charity campaigns.
Team is also planning a doxing event soon. The specific details of this event are still a
surprise, as it will be announced beforehand at the right time within stage 2.
We have 3 ranks of members:
•

Devs

•

Admins

•

Mods

Other Management posts and Assistants will open along the way serving the project’s best
interests. Whitepaper will be updated with any new additions.

Note: New posts might open along the way, depending on the project needs. Admins and
mods might receive airdrops if the team considers it fit so, according to the work they
have put in.

Admins and mod's purpose are to direct the community towards growth, positivity and
clearness about any questions or FUD.
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Meet the Team
HypeQueen
She has worked with larger projects in the past as a community manager and as a dev. She
was a part of a charity project that went to 28mill ATH and another gaming project she did
went to 6mill on day 1 of launch. She runs a call group named Queens_Scam_Detective, in
this group she calls out projects based on the facts whether they be good or bad. She believes
in being 100% honest and transparent. She owns KittElon which started at $300 mc and grew
to 151k with 100% organic growth and is still pushing forward.

Zen
He has been in crypto since 2018, helped many projects to marketeer their products, more
oriented in marketing and community building

Ant
He has been in crypto since 2019 and started investing in many of the blue-chip coin, we are
all familiar with. He decided to take the dive into defi mid-2019 and hasn’t looked back since.
He started as a mod for a few projects then decided to start his own group to help new
investors invest in the right projects.

DApp
Our first DApp will be a dividend tracker, where you will be able to connect your wallet and watch your passive
rewards grow. In this app you will also be able to see the current token price, as well as your tokens held.

NFT’s
More details will be added as we begin the planning process and development

Swap with Farming and Staking
This platform is a one-of-a-kind specially designed Swap made for EarnUSDT. Here is where you will be able to
buy/sell tokens, as well as farm and stake your EarnUSDT.
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Roadmap
Our roadmap shows the plans and their implementation over time.

Short-term goals: (targets to be achieved in the first quarters of our projects)
1.

DApps

2.

NFTs and marketplace

3.

Listings and exchanges

4.

Swap with staking function available

5.

Burns in exchange for community tasks

6.

Many surprises unprecedented marketing/development/charity ideas to scale up the helping
hands project.

Long-term goals: (targets to be achieved later our project’s journey)
1.

NFTs

2.

DApps

Administrative activity and decisions precisely forecasted into quarters:
Phase 1 (creation) started on 1st March 2022, and it will end the day we launch March 2022:
-

Audit contract with KYC from Dessert Finance

-

Private Sale

-

Initial Marketing for Pre-sale

-

Pinksale Pre-sale 200 HC

-

Marketing for Launch

-

DApp to track rewards

-

Launch

-

Coin voting websites

-

Coinmarketcap and Coingecko Listings

-

Strategic marketing with competitions inside community like big buy and big shill contest

-

Swap with farms and staking
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Phase 2 (consolidation) will start on when we launch March, and it will end when all targets are
achieved:
-

P2E Game

-

Trending on multiple platforms including CMC, Dextools and more

-

Big Calls from TG groups

-

Posts from well-known social media influencers

-

YouTube and Tik Tok videos

-

Banners on major exchanges

-

Multiple articles

Phase 3 (scaling-up) will start when Stage 2 is completed

-

Partnerships with other projects

-

New DApp with high quality design

-

Holder giveaways for milestones reached

-

NFT wearables

-

Exchanges

-

Create a new roadmap

-

Mass Marketing push – i.e.., poocoin ads, PR campaigns, influencer videos, social media
posts, reputable callers, CMS with trending plus much more.

Creation

Consolidation

Scaling-Up
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Disclaimer
We are not financial advisors
We will never recommend that you buy our token or any other asset, whatsoever. Our main purpose
about this aspect and it can easily be confused with financial advice, is to only present all relevant
information about our token, or depending on circumstances, about another asset. Your investment
decision, it is entirely YOUR OWN responsibility. You, as an investor, are the only one liable for the
outcomes of YOUR OWN decision.

Devs will never DM first
We will never directly message you first. Considering all frauds in this financial environment, we are
not liable for any discussion you had, with a potential fake account that might impersonate anyone on
the team. Please make sure, you are talking with whom you intend and be informed, we will never DM
first. This way, it is up to you, as a potential investor, to message us first.

Roadmap is suggestive
Roadmap stands for most of our ideas, plans, strategies all organized into this whitepaper. It is only
suggestive, as reality might turn out to be different along the way, than we initially forecasted it to be.
All alterations of it will be announced beforehand, so our investors will not be surprised.
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Contacts
Website
https://EarnUSDT.net

Twitter
https://mobile.twitter.com/UsdtEarn

Telegram
https://t.me/EarnUSDTOfficial

Discord
https://discord.gg/Kjz6vrDBBX

Email
HypeQueenDev@gmail.com

